CHORD NAME QUIZ (MODERN DOMINANTS)

WRITE IN THE NAME OVER THE FOLLOWING 13TH CHORDS:

AND THESE 9TH CHORDS:

AND THESE 7/6TH CHORDS:

LIKEWISE THESE 7#9+, 7b9+ AND 7+ CHORDS:
CHORD NAME QUIZ (MODERN DOMINANTS)

WRITE IN THE NAME OVER THE FOLLOWING 13TH CHORDS:


E13  E13  Ab13  F#13  F#13  B13  Ab13  B13  D13  D13


And these 9th Chords: E5  G9  F#9  Eb9  G9  B9  Ab9  E9  G9  Db9

And these 7/6th Chords: B7/6  Ab7/6  B7/6  D7/6  D7/6  G7/6  Bb7/6  A7/6  D7/6  F#7/6

Likewise these 7#9 +, 7b9 +, and 7+ Chords:

Bb7#9 +  G7#9 +  D7#9 +  C#7#9 +  F#7#9 +  D7#9 +  G7#9 +  D7#9 +  G7#9 +  B7#9 +

B7#9 +  Bb7#9 +  F#9 +  Eb7#9 +  D7#9 +  E7#9 +  B7#9 +  F#7#9 +  F#7#9 +  Eb7#9 +

Ab7#9 +  Db7#9 +  E7#9 +  B7#9 +  A7#9 +  F#7 +  D7#9 +  Bb7 +  Eb7 +  D7#9 +

E7#9 +  A7 +  G7 +  F#7#9 +  D7#9 +  B7#9 +  B7#9 +  C7#9 +  D7#9 +  F7#9 +
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